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In an effort to carry forward and advance the work begun 
with the Idaho Math Initiative, the State Department of 
Education and Idaho’s Institutions of Higher Education 
have partnered , thanks to funding from the Idaho 
Legislature, to support the Idaho Regional Mathematics 
Centers.  Through this coordinated, collaborative, and 
comprehensive statewide effort, the Idaho Regional 
Mathematics Centers strive to ensure that Idaho’s 
teachers of mathematics are highly talented, trained, 
and effective professionals. Operating as regional 
support centers for all K-12 public schools in Idaho, 
the Idaho Regional Mathematics Centers provide 
professional development for teachers and schools and 
conduct research to support mathematics teaching and 
learning in Idaho. 

The Regional Mathematics Centers are housed within 
the colleges of education at each of the four-year state 
institutions of higher education: Idaho State University, 
University of Idaho, Lewis-Clark State College, and 
Boise State University. Personnel at these centers work 
collaboratively with the Idaho State Department of 
Education, representatives from local industries, as well 
as other faculty from higher education to ensure that the 
best possible support can be provided to each region. 
Idaho is a geographically large state with many districts 
and schools located in remote, isolated areas; nearly 
two-thirds of Idaho is wilderness.  The diversity and 
geography associated with Idaho’s schools lend itself to 
a high need for a statewide system of regional support 
for the ongoing professional support for all teachers of 
mathematics. By providing localized centers with experts 
in mathematics education further supports the efforts 
made by teachers, school districts, and communities 
across the state.

The members of the Regional Mathematics Centers 
consist of the Director, Regional Specialists, and highly 
trained Teacher Fellows and have experience in K-16 
mathematics education, designing and delivering 
professional development, instructional technologies, 
and educational research. The members of the Regional 
Mathematics Centers are able to provide both regional 
and school-specific support in mathematics education. 
They also welcome input from schools and districts 
as to the type of professional development they need. 
By promoting mathematical thinking, problem solving, 
and the habits of mind students need to effectively 
understand and apply mathematics, the educational 
systems within Idaho are substantially strengthened.
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About Idaho Regional
Mathematics Center I:

Watch a short video about us here:
http://youtu.be/gMcX1L27PIg

http://youtu.be/gMcX1L27PIg
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technology education at the University of Idaho,
in the College of Education’s Department of
Curriculum and Instruction.   Dr. Amador holds 
a doctoral degree in Curriculum, Teaching, and 
Learning and a Master’s Degree in Educational 
Leadership, both from the University of Nevada, 
Reno, and a Bachelor’s Degree in Elementary
Education from California State University, Fresno.

Abe Wallin
Regional Math Specialist

Abe Wallin is the Regional Math Specialist for
Region I. In addition to teaching courses on
mathematical thinking, he provides both district 
and school-based curriculum and teaching support 
to area teachers. Abe holds a M.S. in Curriculum 
and Instruction from the University of Idaho and a 
B.S. in Secondary Education from Minnesota State 
University, Moorhead. 

Nikki Bernard
Administrative Assistant

Nikki Bernard assists both the Regional Director 
and Regional Math Specialist in the process of 
planning, coordinating, and delivery of workshops, 
conferences, and professional development.  She 
also oversees the office operations of the Math
Center for Region I.  Nikki holds a Master in
Teaching degree from Whitworth University and a 
B.S. degree from the University of Idaho.
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Teacher Story:

 As a middle school math teacher, one of 
the challenges during the transition to
Idaho Core has been finding appropriate tasks 
to cover content standards and engage students 
in the mathematical practices. This may be 
even more prevalent in the realm of geometry. 
Sinclair et al. (2012) state “the wondering that 
is so central to geometry surfaces so seldom 
in geometry texts, and this is one reason why 
these texts seem so set and certain” (p. 55). 
When my 7th grade teaching partner and I 
started planning, we wanted something that 
would be fun, hands-on, and rigorous enough 
to engage students for multiple days. 
 Using the Idaho Core standards and
recommendations of the National Council of
Teacher of Mathematics (NCTM), we decided to 
focus on students’ understanding of
proportional reasoning as it relates to volume. 
We engaged students in considering a net of a 
cardboard box which needed to be increased 
to accommodate a larger number of items. This 
forced students to consider a two dimension 
figure (the net, see Figure 1) which could then 
be manipulated into a rectangular prism. We 
had no idea at the time how rigorous this task 
would be or how deeply satisfying it would be 
to watch kids persevere through their struggle 
and come to the other side with confidence and 
enduring understandings.

 The question we initially posed to
students was:

Our brother, living on an island in the South 
Pacific, was hungry for Mom’s Cookies but 

in order to ship the cookies we have to make 
just the right sized box.  Our current box is 

too small (6 in. long, 4 in. wide, and 3.5
inches tall). We have some cardboard to 

make a new box. If we decide to increase all 
the dimensions three times, what would the 

net of this box look like? How would it
compare to our original box?

 We had students create the net of the 
original rectangular prism on graph paper. This 
process was difficult for them. Being asked to 
visualize, diagram, and construct based on
numerical values was unfamiliar and they 
struggled to create the first box of cookies.   
 Once drawn on graph paper, we had
students cut out their nets to determine if these 
would create a rectangular prism with our 
given dimensions.  In one class, a student made 
12 attempts before he finally was able to make 
a net that would form the initial box of cookies.  
When I asked him how it felt to complete this 
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“Cookies for the Holidays”
Kathy Prummer

 7th Grade General Mathematics and Pre-Algebra Teacher, Sandpoint
Middle School, Lake Pend Oreille School District

Figure 1
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part of the task, he enthusiastically replied, “It 
feels great!” This was similar for other
students; most of whom needed to take two or 
three attempts to succeed in this process.
 After students reasoned through the 
creation of the original rectangular prism, they 
were able to easily scale up their net three 
times to form our new box for cookies.  I
firmly believe if we would have taken away 
their struggle by telling them how to create 
their net, this scaling piece would not have 
been as easy.  Having worked closely with the 
original dimensions, most were able to transfer 
the process to constructing the net for the new 
package.
 In our final part of the task, we told the 
students our principal thought this scaling 
would mean the volume of the box for our 
brother would be three times that of our
original.  In other words, exactly three of our 
smaller rectangular prisms would fit inside of 
the larger cookie box.  Most students
immediately agreed with our principal’s
conjecture.  
 We had been purposeful to ensure the 
grid was the same size for both nets.  Because 
we had our rectangular prisms built from graph 
paper, we had students actually draw out how 
many of the small cookie boxes would fit into 
their larger container.  Through this
investigation, students constructed the formula 
for the volume of a rectangular prism as length 
times width times height.  Many were unable to 
remember how to calculate the volume at first, 
but once they completed the exploration
relating the small box to the larger one, they 
were confidently able to arrive at the formula 
on their own. 
 Rather than ask the students to simply 
memorize and use the formula for the volume 
of a rectangular prism, they developed the
formula for themselves. Through their
construction, the meaning was much richer and 

represented a depth of understanding which 
had far more practical application. Sinclair et 
al., (2012) suggested that “a premature shift to 
algebraic formula can get in the way of
developing the geometric insights that underlie 
any measurement formula” (p. 15) which we 
witnessed through the several days we spent 
on this task. 
 We only allowed three days for our
investigation.  It was not enough.  Throughout 
the room on the first two days, I heard multiple 
students say “This is so hard!”  And yet,
students were happily willing to persevere.  We 
left the last day of class before the break with 
students in a variety of places.  Some had only 
successfully constructed a net that effectively 
created the first rectangular prism with the
given dimensions.  Some were able to scale the
original cookie box up three times to create 
the net for the larger box.   And some actually 
created the formula for the volume of a
rectangular prism and figured out when you 
triple the length of each dimension, you
actually create an object with a volume that is 
27 times greater than the original. Good rich 
tasks provide multiple points of entry for
students at varying levels. In this case, every 
student entered the task and successfully
accomplished at least one facet of the problem.
 This is my fourth year teaching Idaho 
Core and providing opportunities for my
students to engage in the math practice
standards.  I have to admit, I was afraid at times 
that in taking a narrower, deeper focus I would 
not prepare my students adequately for their 
ISAT.  However, I have found again and again 
when you find or create a high quality task,
procedures naturally develop in the lesson.
In our cookie box problem, I was not
disappointed.  In the context of a real-world 
applications which motivate students, we were 
able to discuss perimeter, area, and volume 
without teaching to procedures often forgotten 
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by students.  We talked about the differences 
between these concepts with an object in our 
hands which we had constructed ourselves.
 We were able to discuss the difference 
between two dimensional and three
dimensional figures. We debated the
appropriateness of square and cubic unit
labels using our construction to justify the 
conclusions we made.  We addressed big ideas 
such as visualizing how a two dimensional
object would look in three dimensional space, 
how scaling up was a multiplicative
relationship (some students wanted to take an 
additive approach), and we were able to review 
skills surrounding decimal multiplication. In 
addition, we wrestled with why multiplying 
each dimension by three, in the end, formed a 
box 27 times the volume of the original.  Finally, 
we demonstrated to students that some tasks 
require multiple days of perseverance to be 
solved.  
 As teachers we learned our own
perseverance paid off.  By truly developing our 
essential understandings of the mathematics, 
we were able to create our own effective, rich 
task.   We were rewarded with student
engagement and an avenue for building their 
essential understandings.  It was a motivating 
way to end 2013.

Reference:
Sinclair, N., Pimm, D.,  Skelin, M., & Zbiek, R. (2012).
Developing essential understanding of geometry for 
teaching mathematics in grades 6-8. Reston, VA: The 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc.

Biography:
Kathy Prummer has been a teacher in the Lake Pend 
Oreille School District for the past 8 years and has 
taught mathematics at both the elementary and
secondary levels.
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Resources
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Whiteboard Set

Double-sided white boards with 
one side a printed inch grid and 
the other blank.
Kit Includes:
--30 boards
--40 cone-tip markers (black, 
blue, purple, blue, red, and 
green)
--30 student erasers

Geo Stix

 The 8 different lengths, each a 
different color, allow students 
to build angles and polygons of 
various sizes.  By snapping 2
or more Geo Stix onto one of
the 4” protractors, angle
measurements can be
calculated.

Conceptual Bingo

Three versions available, each 
with 30 unique boards, 2
Masters and 360 plastic
markers.

--Integers
--Rational Numbers
--Square Roots and
 Quadratic Equations

To check out resources, please complete the
resource Check Out form on our website:

http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources

http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources


More
Resources
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Geosolids

Excellent set of transparent 
teaching tools for classroom
discussions on surface,
perimeter, symmetry, volume, 
and other geometric topics. 
Contains 11 transparent 4”, 3-D 
GeoShapes and 11
corresponding 2-D folding nets. 

Rekenreks Part 1

This classroom kit is designed to 
teach basic math skills. Includes 
15 student Rekenreks.

Rekenreks Part 2

This classroom kit is designed to 
teach basic math skills. Includes 
15 student Rekenreks.



More
Resources
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Tangrams

These plastic tangrams make 4” 
squares. Includes four sets (28 
pieces) of transparent tangrams, 
one of each color - red, yellow, 
blue, and green.

Tangram Kit

Large class set includes
individual tangram sets for
students, 4 sets of transparent 
tangrams, 16 double-sided
tangram cards with activity 
sheet, Fractions with Tangrams 
book, set of 5 tangram stamps, 
32 tangram sets.

Elapsed Time Kit

Inludes:
--1 Demonstration Clock (14” 
diameter face)
--2 Student Clocks (4 3/4”
diameter face)
--1 Demonstration Time Ruler
--20 Student Time Rulers
--Time Cards/Holder



More
Resources
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Algebra Tiles

Contains thirty, 32-piece student 
sets.  Each student set contains 
shapes that are easy to handle 
and quiet on desktops (32-piece 
two-color foam set of Algebra 
Tiles).

Measuring Kit Part 1

Hands-on manipulatives
include: 6 TI-108 solar
calculators, a set of measuring 
cups, Spring scales that measure 
in grams and Neutons, 60” tape 
measures, and digital
stopwatches. 

Measuring Kit Part 2

Hands-on manipulatives
include: 32 Flexible plastic
rulers, 1 set of 7 gratuated
cylinders, 1 transparent
demonstration thermometer, 30
thermometers, and 1 set of 500 
centimeter gram cubes.



More
Resources
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Geoboards

Each 2-sided geoboard features 
1 side with 7 x 7 pins and 1 side 
with a 24-pin circular design. 
Includes teacher’s guide, 30
geoboards, and 2 bags of
geobands (250 geobands per 
bag).

Have suggestions for our next resource?

     Email Region I’s Idaho Mathematics Center 
         directly at irmc@uidaho.edu!       

To learn more about any of our
resources or to put in a request to borrow them 

please visit our website (http://www.uidaho.edu/
cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources).

mailto:irmc%40uidaho.edu?subject=Suggestion%20for%20the%20next%20resource%21
mailto:irmc%40uidaho.edu?subject=Suggestion%20for%20the%20next%20resource%21
http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources
http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources


Book
Resources
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The best-selling author of Math and
Punctuation now turns his attention to the fun 
and funky characters in Geometry and Algebra. 
Meet Polygon and Plane, Reflection and
Rotation, Odd Number and his buddy Even 
Number and the three amigos Sine, Cosine and 
Tangent. Discover the secrets of their world and 
how they like to throw their numbers about. 
Bringing his charming manga-style artwork 
and tongue-and-cheek approach to explaining 
the basics, Basher brings a whole new spin to 
the world of higher math.

Can you imagine kids getting excited about 
economics? A 3rd grader itching to learn more 
about credit, or saving up her allowance for 
that college fund? DK can. In Show Me The 
Money, young readers are exposed to basic 
concepts of currency and finance, including the 
barter system, supply and demand, and how 
money works differently around the world.
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Have suggestions for our next resource?

Email Region I’s Idaho Mathematics Center directly at
irmc@uidaho.edu!

To look at a sample of one of our book
resources or to put in a request to borrow them, 

please visit our website  (http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/
extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources).

More
Books

Count up the most fascinating numbers
behind sports’ greatest moments in STATS! The 
Biggest Numbers in Sports, created by the
editors of SI Kids. Filled with need-to-know 
stats, engaging infographics, and cool trivia, 
this 128-page book reveals loads of amazing 
facts behind each number. Facts like: 27 - the 
approximate speed of Usian Bolt when he set 
the world record; 40 - the number of regular 
season records held or shared by Wayne
Gretzky. Beyond the numbers, the colorful book 
features amazing Sports Illustrated
photography and SI Kids’ insider knowledge 
tailor-made for young sports fans. Stats, facts, 
and great action photos all add up to one thing: 
a fun book for all ages!

mailto:irmc%40uidaho.edu?subject=Suggestion%20for%20next%20resource%21
mailto:irmc%40uidaho.edu?subject=Suggestion%20for%20next%20resource%21
http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources
http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers/resources


Family Math Night 
Kit

This kit, created by the Micron Technology Foundation, has 
all the materials needed to host a family math night at your 
school.

-Materials for 150 students and their parents
-Early, middle, and upper elementary activies, as well as gym 
math activities
-44 distinct activities

To learn more about this kit watch the short presentation provided 
by Micron Technology Foundation at:

http://extmedia.micron.com/webmedia/MathFunDMentals/Math-
FunDMentals.html

To put in a request to host a math night at your school,
please email us at

irmc@uidaho.edu
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http://extmedia.micron.com/webmedia/MathFunDMentals/MathFunDMentals.html
http://extmedia.micron.com/webmedia/MathFunDMentals/MathFunDMentals.html
mailto:irmc%40uidaho.edu?subject=I%20want%20to%20host%20a%20Family%20Math%20Night%21


Visit the
Idaho Regional Mathematics Center Website

http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers
to learn about the newest events!
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Have Questions? 

E-mail Region I’s Idaho Mathematics Center directly!

What to make sure you’re on the
Quarterly Newsletter mailing list? 

E-mail Region I’s Idaho Mathematics Center directly!

Visit the
Idaho Math Library Website
www.idahomathlibrary.com

to watch exciting videos from IRMC!

http://www.uidaho.edu/cda/extension-outreach/regional-math-centers
mailto:irmc%40uidaho.edu?subject=Question
mailto:irmc%40uidaho.edu?subject=Quarterly%20Newsletter%20Mailing%20List
http://www.idahomathlibrary.com

